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PHILLIP BOBBIE-ANSAH 
ASPIRANT FOR NUGS-UKRAINE 2021/2022 PRESIDENT 

MANIFESTO 

Mr. Chairman, the President of the Union, Mr. Amoateng Evans, the National Executive Council, 

Chapter Presidents and Vice Presidents, All Appointees of the Union, Chapter Executives, distinguished 

guests, Ladies and gentlemen, I deem it a great privilege and honor to be here before you to present to 

you my vision and plans for the union should you elect me as your President for 2021/2022 academic 

year. 

Mr. Chairman, I will like to set off by quoting one of my favorite quotes growing up as a leader, Nelson 

Mandela, he once said and I quote, “after climbing one hill, one only finds that there are more hills to 

climb”, I believe our union has been climbing hills, great one after the other since its inception, I 

therefore believe I have garnered the required tools and devices to lead us to climb the next great hill. 

I, Phillip Bobbie-Ansah, an aspirant for this year’s presidency have witnessed a couple of 

administrations led by different people with distinct mentalities and all I can say is they all did great 

within their power to make this noble union strong and relevant on this land and I must add they all 

taught me a great deal. 

I happen to be part of this current administration and I have learnt a lot coming from our successes and 

failures, and I only see this as a challenge and also a motivation to take this union in UNITY to the next 

step. 

Mr. Chairman, I have been envisioning this moment for a while, due to that I have a layout on how I want 

to take the union should I become the president. I have my own visions and plans, nevertheless I trust 

the executives who will work with me will also bring theirs on board and together we will go to the ends 

of the earth to achieve them. 

I have categorized my plans into short and long-terms, I will start with the short-term plans. 

SHORT-TERM: 

Mr. Chairman, in the first quarter of my administration, I intend to strengthen the financial state of the 

union. This will be done by soliciting funds from well-endowed Ghanaians in Ukraine, we have some 

established business-men around us who based on conversations are willing to assist us in that regard. 

we will also request for sponsorship and propose partnerships with some organizations who we have 

already established connection. 
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This administration has been working hard on all matters of documentations including passport 

application, legalization and emergency travel certificate application, this particularly has served as a 

source of income for the union, I intend to capitalize on it, making the whole processes smooth and 

quick to attract more Ghanaians to use these services provided by the union and hence getting more 

income for the union.  

We will again ask for financial support from our Patron and the embassy as well. These measures will 

help stabilize the economy of our union. 

Mr. Chairman, also in the first quarter of my administration, we will set up a public fund which will be 

made available to the whole public to benefit from. This particular initiative is inspired by the “we dey 

for each other” project which was started by me in NUGs-Vinnytsia and went on to be initiated in all 

other chapters and was a success. The main idea behind this is to create that sense of belonging among 

the Ghanaian populace, for them to know we live for each other and are ready to help each other, in any 

possible way we can, hence the motto for my campaign, UNITY IS OUR STRENGTH.  

Mr. Chairman, again I will set up a business package for the public. In my time in Ukraine, I’ve seen 

several students talk about business adventures of which some were able to start and others couldn’t as 

a result of financial constraint and no proper motivation. This project will aim at helping such students 

so they can make something for themselves for their upkeep. Mr. Chairman, this is not to help pay fees, 

although its good to dream but not that, this is something just to help sustain such students who will 

indulge in this project and help them in their daily basis. A committee will be set up to take charge of 

this, and I will make sure people who are already flourishing in their business are managing and I 

believe such direction will come out positive for everyone involved and for the union. 

Mr. Chairman, we are going to continue with the annual medical and debate competitions as they have 

come to stay. But one problem we have been facing is the involvement of non-medical students, so I will 

want to go an extra mile to involve them. I intend to create another competition solely for non-medical 

students. There is going to be research programs, article writing competitions specifically for non-

medical students. Again, I intend to expose the national executive council to the public by having 

Instagram live sessions where executives will face the public and present their projects and seek 

suggestions and recommendations from the public on how to go about it. If I am elected as the 

president, I will also quarterly meet the public to update them on all matters of the union, in this way I 

believe the National will be taken to the doorstep of all Ghanaians and they contribute in decision-

making and other matters of the union. 
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Mr. Chairman, I plan on also furthering our continuing students’ forum where some guests will be 

invited from Ghana to talk to us, like we have been doing. This particular project injects a bit of interest 

in the student populace, not only that, but also the topics that are engaged also build us up for our daily 

activities and the future. Also Mr. Chairman, I will introduce NUGS-Ukraine hotlines who will attend to 

individuals at any point in time. 

LONG-TERM: 

Mr. Chairman, my administration will put up measures to identify potential qualities to train them to take 

up leadership roles for the future. Personally, I might feel a bit lucky that I am the only candidate vying 

for the presidential position this year, but taking into account the union, I think it is not the best, this 

project will help present multiple candidates in prospective elections on the union. This will not just be 

for the union, but for Ghana as well and any other community they will find themselves, because 

whatever they learn here will be applied and make themselves and their society better. 

Mr. Chairman, as I have elaborated earlier about my intent to solidify the union’s finance, it is a dream I 

have that even if not in my administration, maybe the next administration will be able to award a 

scholarship to a student to further his/her education. So we will work intensively to ensure this dream is 

realized. 

Mr. Chairman, NUGs Ukraine alumni has also been a dream in previous administration, I intend to 

realize that dream in my administration. We will create a platform that will have our past graduates on 

it. I believe there are going to be a lot of benefits we can reap from it; our GMDC classes will be set up 

and continued through this project, we will go further to create a link with our alumni to help us 

integrate into the Ghana system easily, quickly and comfortably. Our graduates are more than happy to 

help and we have to take advantage of that, this will also help as financially as we will involve willing 

alumni to sponsor our events and these projects named after them. Mr. Chairman, I also intend to 

launch NUGS Ukraine Hall of Fame. Most of our graduates did tremendously well for this union in their 

time here and what we feel for them is nothing but adulation. Owing to this, I believe they have to be 

celebrated, so inducting some of them into our hall of fame is a way of showing how we all appreciate 

what they did for the union. Again, a committee will be set-up to take control of this and we will make 

sure the whole public is involved. 

Mr. Chairman, these and many others will be implemented, and I will like to reiterate that the 

executives who I will be working with equally capable, visionary and enthusiastic about the union and 

together, we will climb greater hills in UNITY. THANK YOU. 


